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Abstract - The purpose of recommendation system is to apply multiple data processing techniques and prediction algorithms aimed to predict users’ interest on services, information and products. Today, they have become an unavoidable service in our day-to-day lives. The constant increase in the number of users of the system possesses few challenges like managing and handling a large amount of user data and producing accurate recommendations. Therefore, the new recommendation system aims at implementing technology able to deliver fast and accurate recommendations even for large information sets. This paper aims at developing a recommender system using hybrid of content-based and collaborative filtering which yields highly accurate recommendations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, with the rise of YouTube, Netflix, Spotify and many such web services, providing relevant recommendations to the users has gained a lot of importance. From providing relevant digital content, personalized advertisements, products and services as per the interests of each and every individual, recommendation systems have already become a significant part of our everyday lives.

Recommendation systems have a very wide area of applications and have become a critical component of some industries. Also, they have emerged to be a service generating huge amount of income by helping companies stand out from their competitors. They help improve the reach of the content to such users who would be interested in that service/product and potentially help them in generating revenues. So, in a very general way we can say that recommendation system are algorithms intended to deliver relevant data to the users with an intention to increase the reach of the service provided.

In today’s day and age, accuracy plays a very important role in any technology. Collaborative filtering and content-based filtering being the newest technologies in building any recommendation system possesses some of their own advantages and disadvantages. Keeping all these things into consideration, we intent to develop a recommender engine which would help overcome these disadvantages with the individual algorithms being used at present. In the proposed system, we’d use a hybrid of content-based filtering and collaborative filtering algorithms to develop a recommendation engine with high accuracy and precision.

2. TYPES OF RECOMMENDATION SYSTEMS

2.1 Knowledge Based Recommendation System

In knowledge-based recommendation system recommendations are made specific queries made by the user. Users’ needs and preferences are identified and system suggest objects based on that. It works on functional knowledge i.e. the how an item meets a user’s needs. This recommendation system is applied when content and collaborative approaches cannot be applied. These recommendations are not based on explicit data such as user ratings.

2.2 Demographic Based Recommendation System

In demographic based recommendation systems users are classified based on personal attributes into demographic classes and recommendations are made based on the demographic classes. This model is not that easy to implement as it requires a thorough understanding and market research. It does not require any explicit data such as ratings. The customer provides details via surveys.

2.3 Community Based Recommendation System

This recommendation model predicts and recommends items to a particular user based on explicit feedback such as
ratings and implicit feedback such as items purchased, item liked by user, Wishlist products etc. based on community of users. People tend to rely on groups of their specific communities. Problems of cold start are not encountered because even if the user is new but similar users may exist.

2.4 Content-Based Recommendation System

We begin with a user and establish set of item user likes both explicit and implicit data is considered (user profile is built) and item profile (description of the item). Profile may be a set of features for instance for movies (author, director, actor... etc.). Item profiles are vectors. Vectors are often real valued or Boolean. Profile refers vital words within the item (document). The technique used for locating vital words in a document is TF-IDF (term frequency * inverse document frequency).

\[ f_{ij} = \text{frequency of term(feature) i in document(item) j} \]
\[ TF_{ij} = f_{ij}/(\max_{k} f_{ij}) \]

Note that we have a tendency to normalize TF to discount for larger documents

\[ n_i = \text{range of documents that mention term i} \]
\[ N = \text{total range of docs} \]
\[ IDF_i = \log N/n_i \text{more common the term larger the} n_i \text{lower the} \text{IDF}_i \]

So higher rate of \( n_i \text{ to fewer common words and lower rate to a lot of common words.} \]
\[ \text{TF-IDF score: } w_{ij} = TF_{ij} \times IDF_i \]

Set of words with highest TF-IDF score is named document profile.

For a given document the TF-IDF scores are computed for every and each term (word) within the document and then sort all the terms within the document consistent with their TF-IDF scores then we choose words with highest TF-IDF scores that will be the top profile(feature) of that particular document here top profile is real valued vector.

Now item profiles are constructed, next we do is build user profiles

User profiles
Users has rated items \( i_1 \) \( i_2 \) \( i_3 \) \( i_n \)
\( i_1 \) \( i_2 \) \( i_3 \) \( i_n \) are vectors of entries

Simplest way to create user profile is to create average of item profiles
\[ (i_1+i_2+i_3)/N \]
\( N \) here is total number of item profiles.

This doesn’t take into account whether a user has liked a certain item more than others so we can use weighted average where the weight is equal to rating given by the user for an item then we will have weighted average item profile.

Another approach can be normalizing the ratings using average ratings of the user.

Many other sophisticated approaches are also possible.

Now when we have user profiles and item profiles the next task is to recommend certain items to the user.

The key step in this is to take a pair of user profile and item profile and find out what the rating for that user and item pair is likely to be. Both user profiles sand item profiles are vectors in high dimensional space. In reality we have shown in 2-dimensional space in reality they are embedded in a much high dimensional space.

Making predictions,
Take user as \( x \) and item as \( i \).
Estimate \( U(x,i) = \cos(\theta) = (x.i) / (|x||i|) \)
Technically the cosine distance is the angle \( \theta \) and the cosine similarity is 180- \( \theta \)

For convenience we use \( \cos(\theta) \) as similarity measure and call it the "cosine similarity" in this context.

As \( \theta \) becomes larger, \( \cos(\theta) \) smaller and smaller, more smaller the \( \theta \), more similarity between \( x \) and \( i \) and more likely that \( x \) will give higher rating to \( i \).

For prediction of a user compute \( \cos(\theta) \) for all items in the catalogue and then pick the items with highest cosine similarity and recommend these to our user.[6]

3. CONTENT-BASED RECOMMENDATION MODEL

3.1 Advantages of Content-Based Recommendation System

- No need for data from other users.
- Can recommend niche items.

3.2 Content-Based Recommendation System

- Predicting ratings and providing future recommendations results may not be as accurate due to irrelevant item description.
- Not very accurate as there may be more relevant features of an item than just the one’s listed.
- Sometimes text provided by the user may be null and may lead to system failure.
- Only safe recommendations generated (recommendations stay within user’s safe bubble of the embeddings space)
- Need domain knowledge - a human has to label the features. Example: movie genres, text description for the items, collect audio, video attached to that item
4. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM

This filtering is probably the most widely used algorithm in recommendation systems. Collaborative systems are based on collecting and analyzing a large amount of data both explicit and implicit and provide recommendations based on inter-user comparisons activities and predicting what users will like based on their similarity to other users’ technologies. Suppose we consider user x. We are going to find a group of other users whose likes and dislikes are similar to user x. In our cases group of users. Suppose a group of user’s likes a same item as user x then we call this set of users the neighborhood of user x. Once we find the set N of users similar to user x then we find other items that are liked by a lot of users in the set N and recommend those items to user x. This is the basic idea behind collaborative filtering.[3]

Idea here is- you would probably like things people with similar viewing habits, preferences as of yours would like. Instead of dreaming about the features used to connect movies and people here we use user preference data to generate the features for example we would have incomplete set of preferences data and instead of learning and discovering the relevant features, we use patterns in the data and this is done by simply reversing the problem here we perform approximate factorization into two matrices and we can do this using machine learning approach. The job of machine learning algorithm is to generate values for those matrices that will match the existing data in the preference data as closely as possible. Once our estimation is done, we multiple matrix X as before to fill in all the missing values and we name the discovered features as latent features because they arise as a result of underlying patterns and data. One can think of that as an average of weighted sum of the patterns in the data they are not based on human defined features such as comedy.[2]

The method that the machine learning algorithm uses to find missing ratings is centred cosine similarity (Pearson Correlation). Suppose we consider A, B, C, D as users and itemPQ, itemRS, itemTU, itemVW, itemXY, itemYZ, itemQP as movies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ItemPQ</th>
<th>ItemRS</th>
<th>ItemTU</th>
<th>ItemVW</th>
<th>ItemXY</th>
<th>ItemYZ</th>
<th>ItemQP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td></td>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>-7/3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>-2/3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>-5/3</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table -2: Normalized Ratings

\[
\text{sim}(A,B)=\cos(r_{A,B})=0.09 \\
\text{sim}(A,C)=-0.56 \\
\text{sim}(A,B)>\text{sim}(A,C)
\]

• This method captures intuitions better.
• Handles tough raters and easy raters.

Predict ratings
\[
\hat{r}_x = \frac{1}{3} (\sum_{y \in N_x} S_{xy} R_{xy}) + \frac{1}{3} (\sum_{y \in N_y} S_{yx})
\]

where \( S_{xy}=\text{sim}(x,y) \)

4.1 Advantages of Collaborative Recommendation Model

• No domain knowledge required.
• Data is generated by users interacting with the items which can be used to harness information related to other users.
• Can solve problems of safe recommendations because not only can collaborative filter see the user of interest points in embedding space it can also tune in to users points in embedding space and find similarities between them.
• Collaborative filtering is a great staring point. Using user-item interaction data we can create a quick baseline model that we can then check against other models to find gaps to fill by using other recommendation systems as content-based makeup the lack of data just like the rest of the machine learning is important to find out what works the best.

4.2 Problems with Collaborative Filtering

• User and Item cold-start problem: Not enough known about new user to decide who is similar (and perhaps no other users yet). Similarly, when an item is interacted with a lot of users will have very good idea about what type of users will like the item but with new items there is little to no interaction data for that item so we really don’t have a great idea because the user sample size is so small or non-existent
• Sparsity: Even the items with high number of purchases with have very few ratings. When recommending from an outsized item set, users can have rated just few of the items so it is difficult to find out similar users. Matrix multiplication in collaborative filtering takes our user-item interaction matrix A and factorize it into two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ItemPQ</th>
<th>ItemRS</th>
<th>ItemTU</th>
<th>ItemVW</th>
<th>ItemXY</th>
<th>ItemYZ</th>
<th>ItemQP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table -1: Grouping Similar Users and depicting respective ratings

Here, we normalize the ratings by subtracting the row mean.
smaller matrices U for users and V for items each with a dimension of number of latent factors. It is not easy to tell looking at this toy problems with very few users and items but as these both increases the number of interactions between them becomes very sparse imagine millions of users and thousands or millions of items even the most active user will interact with only a small sample of items and even the most popular item will usually be interacted with by a small set of users. This can lead to scalability problems later on as well.

- Scalability: With large number of users and products, computations become slow and huge amount of power is necessary to calculate recommendations.
- No context feature-no domain knowledge needed in our model can be pretty useful. This lack of context feature can reduce performance of our collaborative filtering models and this leads to combining our model with others like content based.[5]

5. WHY HYBRID?

The idea is that independent errors within each model will cancel out and we will have much better recommendations. Using a hybrid system of content based as well as collaborative filtering will lead to solving the problem of cold start of the system from collaborative filtering and safe recommendations from content-based recommendations and will also help us to provide accurate results as it will be a result of combination of two algorithms.[7]

6. WHY LIGHTFM?

In our hybrid system if we use LightFM it will help us to a great extent because it determines which filtering technique should be used first, collaborative or content based. For example, if there is no item data present it will use content-based filtering and from the data retrieved from the user while he creates his/her profile, and then item will be recommended and vice versa.

And if already data is present regarding items and a new user joins without entering any specific data about his/her preferences, then he/she will be matched with other similar users using collaborative filtering, the above procedure will be performed by LightFM and hence is best for our recommendation System.it also implements WARP : Weighted Approximate Rank Pairwise loss for implicit data which will be used from our dataset. It is tested and used by many developers for different recommendation systems, API is user friendly, and is very interactive, it is very fast; it is a highly reputed python model.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed about various algorithms used in recommendation systems and their various advantages and disadvantages. Taking all these into consideration, we chose a hybrid of content-based filtering and collaborative filtering for the recommendation system with the help of LightFM model. Our proposed system would help overcome the drawbacks faced by the individual methods, hence, improving the accuracy of the system.
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